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SUMMARY 

This document is intended to be a brief synopsis of what steps Badger Aquatics Club (BAC) has taken, and will 

continue to take, in order to run safe programming for our swimmers during the COVID-19 pandemic.  It is 

written for the intended audience of parents, pool managers, other rental partners, school board members, or 

anyone else with an interest in how BAC plans to run safe practices 

 

BACKGROUND 

Since March, BAC has continually strived to provide programming for our swimmers.  Our emphasis has been 

on making sure that the programming we offer is SAFE for coaches, athletes, and families and meets all of the 

guidelines and requirements put upon us by local health agencies and USA Swimming.  Our programming has 

evolved from virtual ‘Zoom based’ workouts in April, to safely run small group practices in outdoor pools this 

summer, to those same practices in indoor pools currently. 

As a member club of USA Swimming, we’ve made sure to run all of our practices according to the ‘strictest 

local enforceable guidelines’.  For the most part, this means making sure that our practices are compliant with 

‘Forward Dane’ and the subsequent orders issued by Public Health Madison and Dane County (PHMDC).  

PHMDC requirements have been among the strictest in the state, and compliance has been our minimum 

standard – many of the restrictions we’ve put into place have gone beyond these standards. 

 

BEST PRACTICES AND PRECAUTIONS 

Listed below is a brief description of the steps we’ve taken regarding public health precautions for each area.  

(We can provide more specifics or respond to any questions you may have.) 

• SOCIAL DISTANCING:  Social distancing is adhered to before, during, and after practice.  That means 
coming in and out of our facilities, standing on the pool deck, and while in the water. 

o Swimmers are asked to enter and to leave spaced out, not in groups. 
o Swimmers have designated areas on deck to stand and leave their bags – these are marked at 

facilities where the amount of deck space is smaller. 
o Swimmers enter the pool individually and head to a designated starting spot for practice.  

Swimmers rest between swims at these well-separated spots only. 
o Practices are run with ‘double-wide’ lanes.  Every other lane line is removed, leaving lanes that 

are 12+ feet wide, depending on the facility.  This allows swimmers to pass by one another mid-
pool while maintaining distance.   

o (This ‘superlane’ concept has been expressly permitted by PHMDC and has been subsequently 
adopted as a recommendation by USA Swimming as alternative to a regular pool set up.) 

• REDUCED INTERACTION:  We do several things to cut down on the amount of interaction a swimmer 
has by attending practice. 

o Swimmers are asked to show up no earlier than 5 minutes prior to the start of their practice 
and also leave the pool area promptly when finished with practice. 

o Showers and restrooms are generally off limits – available for ‘urgent bathroom use’ only. 
o Practice groups are necessarily small per PHMDC order and social distancing requirements. 

COVID PROCEDURES & 

PRECUATIONS 



o Parents and other practice spectators are generally discouraged, but well separated when on 
deck. 

• MASKS:  We’ve been mandating masks at practice since long before either the state-wide or PHMDC 
order required them.  We even sold 100+ custom ‘BAC masks’ – available in blue and black :^) – as part 
of our summer and fall clothing orders. 

o Swimmers are told to mask up ‘from the car to the pool, and the pool to the car’ at every one of 
our practices – we required this at outdoor facilities as well. 

o Coaches wear masks for the duration of every practice – both indoor and outdoor. 
o Parents who bring swimmers into the facilities are required to wear masks. 

• POSITIVE TEST PROTOCOL:  We have mechanisms and plans in place to inform parents of positive tests, 
as well as to assist with any needed contact tracing.  However, we’ve worked with PHMDC and it is 
their opinion that practices run using the precautions listed would NOT meet the CDC definition of 
‘close contact’ that they use for their tracing efforts. 

o Families are reminded to let our staff know about any positive COVID-19 tests. 
o In the event of a positive test, a note (with name anonymized) is sent to any swimmers who 

shared pool any time and space with the positive test case. 
o We have a record of which swimmers attended which practice.  This helps with our 

notifications, as well as any potential contact tracing efforts. 
 

In addition to the procedures and precautions outlined above, we’re ready and willing to meet any specific 

concerns at a given facility.  Some of the facilities we use require waivers for each swimmer, some do not.  

Some facilities require everyone to use sanitizer before entering.  Some have specific entrance/egress 

requirements to manage traffic flow.  We’re able to adjust our practices to fit the needs of each facility. 

 

 

Our swimmers and their families have been immensely grateful for the chance to practice this fall.  They 

understand that having any pool time at all right now is a privilege, and it’s one that they are thankful for – as 

are we as an organization.  Consequently, we have had a VERY high level of awareness of and cooperation 

with the various restrictions that we’ve put into place.   

 

We know that indoor pool time this fall and winter is going to be very scarcely available.  We also understand 

that there are restrictions on how that time can be used, and challenges to meet in order to use it safely.  We 

simply want to demonstrate that we HAVE been meeting these challenges, we HAVE been operating under 

these restrictions, and we HAVE been running safe and rewarding programming for our athletes.  Our hope is 

that we’re able to continue to do that in the end of 2020 and into 2021. 

 

 

If you have any questions on how we’ve been running practice, the precautions we’ve taken, or on BAC in 

general, please don’t hesitate to ask.  And thank you for taking time to read this. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Drew Walden  Rick Zuehl   Jacob Johnson   Jill Diehl 

Head Coach  Board President  Head AG Coach  Baraboo Site Coordinator 


